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President’s Message/ Mot de la présidente
Dinny Biggs

This spring has been tough, with extreme weather challenges and
community tragedies affecting lives across Canada. We send our
best thoughts for safer times and know that as storytellers, we are
listening.
Nous avons eu un printemps bien dûr faisant face aux défis du
temps extrêmement variable et aux tragédies locales qui ont touchées la vie de beaucoup de Canadiens. Nous vous envoyons nos
sentiments les meilleurs et nos souhaits pour un avenir plus sûr. Et
sachez, qu'en tant que conteurs, nous vous écoutons!
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Who’s Listening
Anne Glover

Qui écoute? Les auditeurs, on
l'espère! Oui! mais le conteur
lui-même doit être à l'écoute,
doit avoir l'ouïe fine à l'effet du
conte sur son public. Anne
raconte quelques experiences
qu'elle a eu devant ses divers
auditeurs et elle nous conseille
de viser le moment où le
bruissement fait place au silence d'un public envoûté.

approaches. In general, children can cheerfully chant through multiple
repetitions of the action in a story; adults need them trimmed. Kids are
keen to participate, whereas adults are cautious, especially in a smaller group. It’s also harder to read their response, as they have spent
years learning to mask both boredom and enthusiasm. There is no
such concern with a young audience. At the instant their interest
wanes, they will talk, tug at their neighbour’s socks, find a piece of the
floor they can peel apart, pull their arms into their t-shirts, braid each
other’s hair, and put a piece of gravel up their nose. If they are engaged, on the other hand, they fall into a trance, unconsciously
mimicking the teller’s every word and gesture.

On the launch of a storytelling
tour in Japan, I stood at the
edge of the stage preparing to
tell my first story to 200 unilingual adults. My translator was
telling the entire story in Japanese, after which I would tell it
all over again, in English. This
had been our plan all along. But
as the crowd laughed at my jokes rendered in their language, I was
starting to feel redundant. “Why,” I worried, “would they listen to me?”
This is a serious concern for a storyteller, as for anyone who chooses
to get up in front of people and talk. We need you to listen. We are a
tiny bit obsessed about this, because if you aren’t listening, all we are
doing is pushing some air around with our lungs, and maybe jumping
up and down a bit, or flapping our arms.
As I worried at the side of the stage that day, I was overlooking two
things. The first is the extraordinary politeness of the Japanese. There
is no way they would leave me hanging. Ever. The second is that
when you love a story so much and know it so well that you wear it like
a beloved old sweater, an audience will delight in hearing the same
story again, in your unique voice, and they will laugh at the punchlines
even harder the second time around.
The universal willingness to suspend disbelief gives the teller of tales
substantial leeway. But different audiences call for different
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Early arrivals gather for a community show in Japan. Most of the
audience sat on the floor, families close together. The babies were calm
through the whole show while the older kids and adults engaged in the
stories.
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Different cultures, also, listen differently, and our listening has
changed over time. In the course of 30 years of performing, I have
witnessed a trend in Canadian and American family audiences,
where adults now tend to go to the back of the room with their cell
phones while children crowd to the front, largely unsupervised.
(Good luck.) When I performed in Japan, families sat in clusters.
Babies and small kids were physically connected to adults – on
laps or leaning into each other. An unobtrusive move on the part of
the adult was all it took to settle a restless child. At festivals in
Romania, gala family shows were long by North American standards, running for up to three hours. Yet the whole family – seemingly the whole town – was there from start to end, whether the show
started at 5:00 in the afternoon or 6:00 or 7:00, regardless of the
day of the week. They had incredible staying power. Nowhere else
have I seen a family show that would run straight through supper
time, bath time and bedtime, and to a packed hall.
There are many factors that affect how an audience listens and
therefore how we perform. But in our concern to be heard, we often
forget that we, too, need to listen. It is easy to think, “No one is talking; it is quiet,” and then plow ahead. But when we really pay
attention to that “quiet,” it can yield surprises. Early in my career, I
was telling stories to a couple of hundred children in a school gym.
No one seemed to be talking, and they were sitting still. They were
“quiet.” On this particular day I had decided to experiment with adding string figures (à la “cat’s cradle”) to the show. Partway into one
story, I reached into my pocket, withdrew a loop of string, unraveled
it, and heard the entire soundscape instantly change. Now it was
quiet. Only by contrast did I hear the noise that had been hiding in
the previous level of quiet, a background rustling generated as the
shifting of bodies drew fabric against fabric. In this deeper quiet, it
was as if a spell had been cast. Two hundred bodies simply ceased
moving, and I believe that for a long moment many stopped breathing as they stared at the string figures unfolding on my fingers. That
was the day I understood the word “riveted.”
String figures, puppets, and other props might help engage an audience, but they are not everyone’s style and they are not always
appropriate. What we do need to do is listen to the room. I have
often been asked if I grow tired of repeating material. I don’t. I love
the process of honing a story by listening to the audience. When
that rustling level of hidden sound creeps up, I make a mental note
of where I am in the story, and I change it, or take it out. This is my
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editor. A “rustling” quiet is workable, and sometimes it’s all we’ll get.
But when we know real quiet, it becomes our goal.
There are tricks of the trade and ways to engage an audience, but
if you choose to make a career of telling stories – or even a hobby
– you can be sure there will be surprises. It’s easy to be thrown off
balance and lose the audience. At those moments, indeed, it can
feel like we are just pushing air around with our lungs. All the preparation and training won’t prepare us for what we don’t know is
coming.
In my teen years I had a poster of an elephant crowded into a tiny
bedroom with the title, “Expect the Unexpected.” It’s a great
mantra for life, and certainly for performing. Expect the kid in the
middle of 500 students in the gym to throw up halfway through your
show. Expect the middle school teachers to leave you in the auditorium with 200 students and their soccer balls. Expect a dog to run
into the school gym at exactly the moment in your story when a dog
appears. (Go figure!) Expect the work crew on the other side of the
wall to jackhammer intermittently throughout your show. Expect the
story that worked well yesterday to fall flat today. Expect the emcee
to introduce you by a name you don’t even know. Expect to pop in
for a morning session at a school and end up there all day because
someone held up a nearby bank, is driving around shooting at
trees. The school is in lockdown and anyway it’s clear that the best
thing for this grade 7 class and their harried substitute teacher is for
you to be here telling stories, all day long.
Expect all that, and more.
Clearly there is no way to anticipate all that can happen. Of course
experience helps. But when a workshop participant asked me how
to prepare for unknowns, I said, “Stand on one foot.” I said it jokingly, but actually, it’s what I do. I practice balance. It can be as subtle
as a shift of weight, and it’s what I did at the side of the stage that
day in Japan. It kept me focused, and quieted my mental chatter so
that when I stepped on to the stage, I could hear the depth of the
quiet in the room as the audience listened to me tell the story they
had just heard - that beloved old sweater of a story. And yes: they
laughed even harder the second time around.
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Who’s Listening?
Faye Mogensen

Qui écoute? Faye décrit les
façons multiples par
lesquelles SC-CC cherche à
attirer de nouveaux membres-auditeurs aussi bien que conteurs--à notre organisation,
surtout à l'occasion de notre
congrès à Peterborough.
Maya Angelou writes that “in
diversity there is beauty and
there is strength.”
When I think of preparing a
folktale for telling, I know this
is true. Seeking out multiple
sources and discovering the
different ways each author
leans into a story helps
deepen my understanding of the tale and, combined with my life
experiences, helps inform and influence the particular way I
choose to tell a story. When I think of organizations, I concur
again. The organizations most capable of serving their members
know and encourage their potpourri of constituents and are aware
that diverse perspectives inspire creativity and drive innovation.
Storytellers of Canada/Conteurs du Canada wants and needs
diversity ~ including aspiring and seasoned tellers, city-slickers and
country-dwellers who live coast to coast to coast. We want to serve
tellers who have Indigenous roots, tellers whose Canadian heritage
goes back a short century or two, and tellers who have newly arrived in Canada. We need artists who move and shake, others who
rivet us with their voices alone, performers who use music and
song or who dance or mime. We like to include tellers who take
advantage of technology and those who do none of this, and still
spin great yarns. The eternal question is: how do we make
ourselves known, so that the diaspora of artists can find us?
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We cherish the important and growing demographic of active seniors well represented in our organization, and equally appreciate
our many other members. Still, we want to serve more tellers.
Happily we are finding that several initiatives are making a difference. First and foremost each of you is enriching us by your
membership ~ even more so when you mention SC-CC at
gatherings or encourage a storytelling friend to join us. The
Indigenous Advisory Council has helped us better understand and
reach Indigenous tellers, and we are very grateful to Louise
Profeit-LeBlanc, Beverley McKiver and Lesley Parlane for their
efforts. Their outreach, combined with the offer of a waived
membership fee, has increased the presence of Indigenous artists
in our community from 3 to 17 (and growing), and we continue to
hope that the total number of Indigenous members will increase by
another ten-fold, or why not hundred-fold? Julie Turconi has
recently been hired to reach out to Francophone tellers across
Canada, many of whom are ‘minority language’ tellers in their
home locations. This has already meant more “likes” on our FB
page, and we anticipate more of la belle langue in the corridors of
our conferences. To celebrate the 25th Anniversary of our organization this year, we have offered new members a bargain rate,
which has brought a further 42 tellers to the table. To help reach
more differently abled people, we aim to refine our accessibility
policy around awards - let us know if you have ideas or energy to
help with this. Students have long had a discounted membership
fee, but how to get them and other young adults to sign on remains
a mystery. In a spirit of experimentation, we expanded the
Emerging Teller Award to include two emerging tellers this year.
Their mentorship is being overseen by a local storytelling group
(rather than an individual mentor), and we hope that this approach
will help build stronger ties between the new tellers and both local
and national organizations. Will this experiment and others work?
Only time will tell.
Meeting in person is a tried and true means of creating bonds. Our
upcoming conference, “Mnaadendamin bezhig miigo dibishkoo
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

ezhi-min-dendimindwaa kina/The
Honour of One is the Honour of All/
L'honneur de l'un est l'honneur de
tous” features as much diversity as
a small group can muster, with the
aim to serve the varied interests of
members. We want to
acknowledge the leadership of SCCC’s Indigenous Advisory Council
and cultural advisors from the First
Peoples House of Learning at
Trent University and Curve Lake
Cultural Centre who have helped
us develop a program that respects
local cultures. Thanks to their
encouragement and in recognition
of the Indigenous groups living
nearby, we have begun using three
languages in the conference title.
With the location in Peterborough
this year, the third language is
Anishinaabemowin. Elders from this language group of nations
have been invited to lead “Elders-in-Residence’ circles; they will be
encouraging us to learn from each other and celebrate our diversity
as a strength. We hope the circle gatherings will begin a longstanding tradition at our conferences.
In addition to the strong First Nations component, there is a stronger than usual component of younger adult tellers actively involved.
Conference delegates who come early can choose between six
masterclasses on a wide range of topics, one of which is the daylong opportunity to learn about the Shoe Project from the two
young immigrant women who run it. Within the conference we can
choose between six ‘long’ workshops, or 12 ‘short’ workshops Sage Tyrtle (Toronto) and Calum Lykan (Calgary), younger than
many of us, are each leading one of the longer ones. All workshop
leaders have much to offer and the content is highly varied: some
sessions will serve new tellers and others will inspire those already
seasoned. There is a workshop focused on telling to wee ones and
others that explore the art of working with adults or seniors. There
is a session that explores using music in storytelling, and another
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that will have us using visual arts to deepen our story. There are
workshops to develop skills for radio, and others offer inspiration
and practical advice for the healing tales. At one of the three evening concerts, six young spoken word artists from the Peterborough
Poetry Slam Collective will be performing alongside seasoned tellers from across the country. The hard part with diversity is
choosing! Within the choices, there are workshops and stories in
both French and English, and we are bound to hear a little
Anishinaabemowin. All venues are wheelchair accessible to both
artists and audiences.
The questions that remain: What else can we do to be more
inclusive? How can we become more diverse as an organization?
To answer them, we need YOU and YOUR IDEAS - send them our
way! Better yet, be sure to take advantage of the time allotted at
the conference, during our AGM, to gather with others who have
similar interests and concerns, so that you can consolidate your
ideas for sharing with the board. We look forward to seeing you in
Peterborough or (if you can’t make it) hearing from you. “In beauty
and strength” we hope you will add your voice to help inform and
influence the particular ways we operate as an organization.

High school students in Chile enjoying the antics of a trickster.
-Anne Glover
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WHO'S LISTENING?
by Clara Dugas

Clara nous raconte
ses plusieurs expériences-agréables, difficiles, souvent amusantes--devant
toutes sortes d'auditeurs.
A former student of mine, now
in his thirties, a successful
forensic doctor, asked me if I
would tell stories during a party at his house this summer. Party? Summertime?
Cocktails? It sounded
fine. But wait. My former
student is keen, lively, funloving, very good-looking,
somewhat intellectual. I have
a pretty good idea his guests
will be too, all out to party, to
have a good time. Last year's
entertainment at this party was a magician. So who am I competing
with here? My bag of tricks is a story bag. No magic in that, or is
there?
So I ask myself, do they expect me to be a comedian? A comedian
I am not. What in my repertoire can I bring to a young group of intellects that will interest them on a warm summer night? I know that
because it's a party, they'll expect to be entertained, but somehow I
don't think fairy tales will be their request. By inviting me, the host
seems to have much more confidence in me that I do. I will have to
dig into my story bag and let my stories be my magic, my "tricks".
Most times when I am invited to tell stories it is to school-age
children, with whom I am very comfortable. I have a large repertoire
of tales for these young people, some real-life experiences and
some folk tales. I enjoy this group most of all. I was a teacher; it's
easy for me.

I can read my audience as they sit there watching me, holding on to
every word. I bring them into the stories with my facial expressions,
my eyes, my gestures. These are easy performances. These
audiences listen and they hear!
Even to tell at Ronald McDonald House to sick children is a
pleasure. Often the children have siblings with them. Their parents
look on with concern and worry, but if I choose wisely, if I get the
children involved, I can tell that for the thirty minutes I'm there,
they'll be absorbed in my tales. Once at Hallowe'en I went there
dressed as a witch. After I finished my story, one little boy sitting at
my feet tapped my knees and said, "Witch! Witch! Tell us another
story." I had already told them my real name, but it didn't matter.
Obviously I was a witch to him. What a sweetheart!
Telling stories at festivals is another very rewarding experience.
These are public audiences, mostly adults. For these listeners I
prepare true-life stories with a sprinkle of folk tales. I usually
prepare the whole program myself, but there have been times when
I'm asked to tell a specific story.
"But I told that one last time," I say.
"It doesn't matter. Tell it again!"
That's when I feel like I've won the lottery!
One of the most difficult groups I ever told stories to was in a nursing home. For most of my program I had chosen true stories of my
life on a farm in the 1950's and 1960's, thinking that the seniors
would be able to relate and reminisce about their own childhood. However, I had not reckoned on a decision made by the
home's administration: to let all the non-Alzheimer residents go to
play Bingo during my storytelling. They knew and enjoyed Bingo;
they didn't know me. So they went and I was left with the others, all
Alzheimer's patients, except for one lady who did not like Bingo.
It was one of the most uncomfortable sessions I have ever
had. Alzheimer's patients have a hard time processing the spoken
(Continued on page 8)
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word, even when it comes from a loved one. A certain lady in the
group kept yelling, "Who is that woman? Go home! Go away!" Of
course I felt very badly, not for myself but for my audience. What
these people really relate to is music. Now, when I am asked to tell
stories in seniors' homes, I advise them to do the residents a favour
and invite a musician instead, or a musician who can accompany a
storyteller.
Sometimes telling in French has its own audience problems. Years
ago, when I was just starting to perform as a storyteller, I was invited
to a festival in France where my Acadian accent certainly got in the
way. Not immediately--I started out trying my best to speak a standard, international French, knowing my audience. But as I got into the
story, I lost my sense of standard French and reverted right back to
my Acadian accent. The baffled looks of some, and the wandering
eyes of others, soon made me realize that I was talking to no one but
myself. That experience taught me a lesson, but I have to confess
that occasionally it still happens. I've been told I start out fine, and then
the story takes hold of me and I'm back to my roots, speaking
Acadian.
Who's listening? I believe we need to seriously think about that and
adjust our stories to accommodate our audiences. As for me, I will not
worry about a house of summertime party guests, any more than a
room of a hundred elementary school children...maybe!

NEXT ISSUE: November 2018
How do you/your group develop your storytellers?
From the casual to the professional level storyteller, how do you
improve their art form?
What artistic excellence strategies have worked best to
motivate your storytellers?

To submit articles to Le Raconteur, please email:
publications@storytellers-conteurs.ca

Deadline: October 15, 2018
For a festival in Bucharest, the attic of a bookstore was filled with
listeners every night. There were another 10-20 people standing in
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